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CHAIRMAN'S OPENING REMARKS

Srr A. D. HALL

Chairnat

Ir gives me great pleasure to be present at to-day's coufereace,
because I can claim a sort of patemal hterest in the subject. I
believe a communication of mine to thc Bdtish Association, priuted
in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture for I9o9, in which I dis-
cussed the probable error attached to a comparison of a pair of plots
as deduced from some of the Rothamsted data, was the first Presenta-
tion of the problem in this country. That led to the harvesting
of an apparently unilorm area of mangolds and wheat in units of
l/soo and 1/5- acre lespectivel/ by W. H. Mercer and mpelf, and an

attempt to deduce therefrom the most practicable size of plot and
the number of repetitions . that would reduce the probable error
to dirnensions less than the difierences to be expected in the trials'
But we had no more tha arithmetical methods at our commald:
Dr. Fisher's technique had not been made available for agricultural
experimentation. Indeed all this was before the days of GoYernlrEnt
graots and refined apparatus: we had to improvise our bricks with
a minimum of straw. I remember how Mercer constructed a

thresher for his little bundles of wheat out of an old bicycle frame,
on which he used to mount and pedal away in order to knocL orit
the grain, thus combining research and exercise. Since that time
the subject has grown in all directions and a due appreciation of
its principles is a necessary part o{ t}re equipmeot of every agricultural
erperimentet. I would go further and insist that all biological
investigation involves a statistical consideration of the results;
no organisms exectl), repeat one another and a valid conclusion can
only be drawn when data are available ia suficient numbers to
admit of an estimate of its probability. As is so obvious in human
lfiairs a law of action may only be true statisticaUyand not individually'
Hence the importance of the subject with which we are &aling
to-day.
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